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Lodging a Digital Deposited Plan
In order to lodge a Digital plan in NSW, the ePlan account holder must be a ‘level 3’ user. To
become ‘level 3’ user, the user must be a ‘level 2’ user (Approved to Lodge TIFF plans
for registration) already and contact the Digital Plans team for assistance in getting started. If the
user currently does not have an ePlan account, they will have to go through an approval process
for both TIFF files and digital plan files at the same time. For details on the ePlan approval process,
please refer to the User Access section of ‘ePlan Portal User Guide’.
The naming convention for the digital plan file within the lodgment bundle should be as follows:
[name]_p.xml
When creating the plan lodgment bundle, TIFF documents and the LandXML file are to be zipped
together into a single package. This zip package can be uploaded by clicking ‘Select a zip file' button
as per Figure 1 below. Once the package is uploaded, as per the second figure below, click ‘Next’
button.

Figure 1: Upload Stage of ePlan Lodgment
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The lodgment portal will automatically run a Zip package validation (Figure 2) as well as
digital plan validation (Figure 3) and return the results. LXML validation report can be
downloaded in PDF format by clicking the ‘Download LXML Report’ button in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Zip package Validation

Figure 3: Digital Plan Validation Report
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To move to the next step of the lodgment process, click the ‘View rendered TIFF file to proceed’
button in Figure 3. This will allow the user to download and view the rendered TIFF image
and trigger the ‘Next’ button to appear on the bottom of the page (see Figure 4). If there is no
drafted TIFF plan in the lodgment bundle, the rendered TIFF will be added to the lodgment
bundle on the click of ‘Next’ button. If there is no TIFF and the LandXML file cannot be rendered,
lodgment has to be aborted and drafted TIFF plan must be included in the Zip package.
Note: The majority of cases will require an uploaded TIFF image to be a part of the Zip package, due
to current limitations of the rendering service.

Figure 4: after proceeding through validation

Figure 5: after viewing the rendered TIFF

Continue with the lodgment process as per the normal ePlan lodgment process (See ‘ePlan
Portal User Guide’)
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Using the Digital Plan Validation Service
The Digital Plan Validation Service runs numerous automated checks on the uploaded LandXML
file. This service can be accessed through the 'Utilities' tab of the ePlan Lodgment Portal and it
can be used to validate the file prior to the lodgment (see Figure 5). This will assist the user with
creating a file that complies with the NSW LandXML standard. Users can navigate to their
chosen file by clicking the ‘Browse’ button. Once a file is selected, click the ‘Submit’ button to
run the validation.

Figure 6: Digital Plan Validation Service
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This will produce a validation report as per Figure 6 below, which can be downloaded in
PDF format by clicking the ‘Download LXML Report’ button.

Figure 7: Validation Report (Web page: left, PDF: right)

When a Schema check fails, the validation service will run the rest of the rules but this may
result in some of the rules not being able to function properly (See Figure 6 below)

Figure 8: Validation with a schema error
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Rendering Service
The Rendering Service drafts a plan image from a chosen LandXML file. The service can be
accessed through the 'Utilities' tab of the ePlan Lodgment Portal. It can be used to render the
LandXML file prior to the lodgment but this service is not fully functional and in most cases the plan
which is generated will not be suitable for lodgment.

Figure 9: LandXML Rendering Service
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